
Stealth Detox Performance Water  

 

An accidental “aha! moment produces the world’s most powerful antioxidant and changes 

water into a free radical killer. 

 

IHRSA By Jon Feld 

 

Some of our favorite—and sometimes life-changing—inventions came about by accident; by 

people attempting to do one thing but coming up with something else entirely instead. It’s true for 

potato chips and penicillin, pacemakers and ink jet printers, even Coca Cola and chocolate chip 

cookies.  

Stealth Detox Performance Water company founder Rick (RJ) Johnston says his oxygen 

energy-filled water is the most powerful antioxidant in the world and was discovered by a happy 

accident.  

“Working in my home lab, I was experimentally stretching the millivolt tolerance on 

platinum and titanium plates when I had a real ‘Back to the Future’ moment,” he says. “The plates 

sparked, circuit breakers tripped, and the hair on the back of my neck and arms stood up.”  

What Johnston discovered was an unusual cluster of water molecules, unlike anything he’d 

seen before. That experiment gone wild gave birth to Stealth Detox Performance Water in 2014.  

“My working theorem for years before the invention of Stealth was based on the solid 

science that since our bodies are about 70% water, we must be totally polluted because of our 

consumption of chemically polluted liquids,” adds Johnston. “Add to that equation the nasty world 

environment we live in delivering over 100,000 free radical attacks on the body daily. Is it any 

wonder people are tired and disease, especially cancer, is on the rise?”  

The main question Johnston’s theorem sought to answer was: What would happen to the 

human body if we could effectively find something powerful enough to flush out all of the 

chemically polluted liquids we consume and at the same time stop free radicals from destroying 

the body? 

“Think about it,” he says. “We change the oil in our cars. What would happen to the human 

body if we flushed out the bad stuff and delivered clean, new energy at the cellular level every 

day? I knew in my heart it would have profound effects on our body and health because we are 

70% water.”  

Comparing people to goldfish being trapped like goldfish in dirty water, Johnston 

continues, “tap water is chemically polluted and well water has over 6,000 chemicals in it 

according to the EPA. All bottled water is acid-based, regardless of what the label says. There is 

no such thing as spring water in a bottle. TIME magazine and ORB recently exposed that plastic 

microns are in bottled water that enter your bloodstream. The thing about plastic microns they 

check in and never check out. Slick advertising has people filling their bodies with deep acid, 

sugar, and chemical-based drinks like soda, sports drinks, and energy drinks. People drink them 

and crash, hence the need for more. Soda and sports drinks are cancer in a can.”  If you think that 

stuff is good for your body, feed it to your plants and watch what happens.” He said smiling. 



  

Testing the theorem  

 

Johnston conducted initial research to prove the efficacy of the antioxidant power contained in 

Stealth Detox Performance Water with a focus group of chain smokers.  

“There’s nothing more dangerous and free radicals are no more present than when someone 

fills their lungs with smoke,” he says.  

The locked-down, notarized controlled study focused on seven heavy smokers. During a 

six-hour period, they were all allowed to smoke as often as they typically did. Each participant 

received one 10-ounce glass of the Stealth Detox Performance Water every hour. 

“When the results came back from the laboratory, we were stunned,” Johnston relates. “We 

found that the antioxidant power of Stealth was so strong it produced rapid nicotine, THC, and 

cotinine clearance in the bodies of all our smokers. This occurred during continual smoking events! 

Scientifically, that has never happened anywhere in the world that I am aware of.” 

There was a secondary study that yielded additional important findings, especially for 

health-conscious individuals and athletes. Through the use of Body Impedance Assessment (BIA), 

the study found that the water delivered increased hydration directly at the cellular level—by as 

much as 7%.  

“In terms of working out, hydration at the cellular level translates to increased energy all 

day. Most clients tell us it makes them feel 10 years younger and the water does not cause bloat. 

Professional athletes find increased stamina and endurance, longer workouts, and no cramping or 

after-workout crashes,” explains Johnston. “The data also showed us that the water’s properties 

are very effective in combatting Crohn’s disease, IBS, gout, esophageal acid reflux, ulcerative 

colitis, and other serious body issues. 

“We have been flushing bodies and infusing them with deep active hydrogen at the cellular 

level for more than four years with great results.  I actually guarantee anyone that is a competitor 

of any kind, health enthusiast, professional athlete, marathon runner or whatever is your sport of 

choice; I don’t care if you only compete against yourself, we guarantee that you will break your 

old records. Try it for 6 months and if it doesn’t do it you get a full refund.  Think about it, you 

have nothing to lose except your own records.”         

Johnston offers this brief list of clients that utilize Stealth daily: Navy Seals Stennis Space 

Center; Robert Alford, Atlanta Falcons; Hugh Jackman, West Jefferson Cancer Center; Spartan 

Race Headquarters; Duke Riley, Atlanta Falcons; former NBA player Jerome Williams, AKA Junk 

Yard Dog; Dr. Kevin Darr, LLOG Exploration; Coach Ed Orgeron, LSU Football; HIP Football; 

NFL teams the NY Jets, Green Bay Packers, Miami Dolphins, New England Patriots, Cincinnati 

Bengals, New Orleans Saints and Seattle Seahawks; UFC fighters; and several Ironman triathletes.  

 

A unique business model—Stealth Detox Performance Water systems are FREE     

 

Stealth Refill Centers are FREE, installed FREE, and maintained by the company FREE.  The 

systems produce immediate residual income for location owners. Here’s how it works: The 

revenue percentages on the Stealth Refill Centers are split. Percentages can vary, depending on the 

volume and the number of active members in a club. Johnston’s company does a data study before 

free placement and requires a one-year agreement. The funds are automatically split and deposited 

directly into the club owners accounts and are viewable online.  



Stealth Refill Centers are completely customizable, including personalized gym logos and 

brief slogans. There is also downloadable phone app making it easy to use by club members. The 

app is capable of broadcasting free refills to gym membership on slow business days, bringing 

members to the gym. The app also pays club members $25 to bring new members to join the gym.  

“It’s truly a win, win, win,” Johnston enthuses. “Instant residual income with no hassles, 

Instant slow days increased traffic and Instant new membership possibilities.”  

 The company can also supply gym owners with marketable refill bottles, which are also 

customized with the club’s logo.  

 

Thinking globally  

 

Johnston points to one more benefit of the Stealth system. 

“I’m a left-over hippie from the ’60’s,” Johnston says, “but I’m a hippie with a purpose. In 

addition to revolutionizing water, I’m involved in a new phase of the Industrial Revolution on I 

named appropriately the restoration movement. Our systems stop the production of plastic bottles. 

Scientists say that, by 2050, there will be more bottles in the ocean than fish. That makes me feel 

sad and sick inside. Surely, we can all do better than this.”  

To get there, he says, Stealth Detox Performance Water is working on penetrating global 

markets where plastic bottles are found in abundance. Those include cruise ships, airports, hotels, 

schools, malls, grocery stores, hospitals, restaurants, corporations, the US military, and more.  

“We have a saying at Stealth: ‘We are the solution to plastic pollution,’” Johnston adds. 

“Join us. If we start now, it will take over 50 years to clean up this mess.  If you are a business 

owner join us, together we can leave our children and grandchildren a plastic free planet.  The six 

thousand chemicals in ground water that’s a big one.  I’m working on it.”      

  

 


